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Let M be a square integrable martingale indexed by [0, 112 with respect to a 
filtration which possesses the property of conditional independence. Assume that M 
has trajectories which are continuous for approach from the right upper quadrant 
and possess limits for the remaining three. M can have three kinds of jumps. A 
point t is a O-jump if d,M=lim,t,[M,-M,,,,,,,-M,,,,,,,+M,]#O, a l-jump if 
AIM=0 and lim,,,,,CM,- M,S,.91 ] # 0. Analogously, 2-jumps are defined. With the 
O-jumps associate the two-parameter point process pM which assigns unit point 
mass to nontrivial (t, A,M), with the l-jumps the one-parameter point process pr 
which puts unit mass to nontrivial (ti, A,,M,.,,,), and with the 2-jumps a 
corresponding &‘. We define stochastic integrals with respect to the compensated 
#‘, pi”, i= 1,2, with the help of which we can describe the jump components 
associated with the respective jumps in the orthogonal decomposition of M by 
discontinuous and continuous parts. G 1989 Academic PKSS, h. 
INTRODUCTION 
A square integrable right continuous martingale possessing left limits 
admits an orthogonal decomposition into a unique pure jump part and a 
continuous component. The proof of this classical structure theorem for 
one-parameter martingales involves some deeper knowledge of the general 
theory of stochastic processes. For example, in order to obtain information 
on the continuity properties of the “compensators” of their jumps, it is 
useful to distinguish between previsible and totally inaccessible stopping 
times. 
The absence of a similarly central notion of “stopping” slowed dqwn the 
progress in founding a general theory of multi-parameter processes con- 
siderably, even under the simplifying assumption of conditional indepen- 
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dence of the development of the underlying filtration in the different 
parameter directions. Accordingly, a structure theorem for two-parameter 
square integrable martingales proved to be essentially harder. Only 
recently, by considering “simple sets,” i.e., random point sets or sets of 
horizontal/vertical line segments in parameter space, the number of which 
constitutes an integrable random variable, as the two-parameter substitutes 
of the graphs of stopping times, and by presenting satisfactory notions of 
previsibility and inaccessibility of sets of these types, a complete description 
of the orthogonal decomposition of a square integrable two-parameter 
martingale by three jump components and a continuous part could be 
given (see [9]). Simple sets partly generalize the notion of “stopping line” 
extensively studied, for example, by Merzbach [13, 141. 
For a one-parameter martingale M, a direct description of the pure jump 
part can be given by means of a stochastic integral with respect to the com- 
pensated point process, which, to any non-trivial jump d,M of M at t 
assigns unit point mass at (t, d ,M) in R + x Iw (see, for example, Jacod 
[lo]). Several attempts have been made to follow this line of reasoning 
and describe the jump components of two-parameter martingales by 
integrals of point processes (see Mishura [17-201). However, in lack of an 
adequate two-parameter substitute of previsible and inaccessible stopping 
times (see also Mazziotto, Merzbach, and Szpirglas [12]), the resulting 
decomposition theorem was only-roughly-for martingales without 
previsible jumps in either parameter direction. 
In the present paper, we fill this gap and show that this restriction is 
completely unnecessary. We give a description of the three jump com- 
ponents of a square integrable two-parameter martingale M in terms of 
stochastic integrals of compensated point processes associated in a natural 
way with M. Doing so, on one hand, we obtain an alternative derivation of 
the decomposition theorem in [9, p, 1561. On the other hand, the 
stochastic integrals introduced for this purpose promise to be interesting in 
their own right. As is indicated by Ito’s formula in the classical theory (see, 
for example, Jacod [lo]) and by a first attempt to derive its counterpart 
for two-parameter martingales with jumps (see Mishura [20]), which 
covers part of the above-mentioned class of martingales and is hard to 
read, a forthcoming derivation of this central formula may reveal their 
significance. 
To outline our program, we start with the famous regularity theorem 
of Bakry, Millet, and Sucheston [l, 161. It states that any 
L log + L-integrable martingale M (i.e., IM, 1 log + IM, 1 is integrable) 
possesses a modification which has “regular” trajectories, i.e., continuous 
for approach from the right upper quadrant and provided with limits for 
approach from the remaining three quadrants. For regular martingales it 
makes sense to talk about jumps. We have to distinguish three kinds. 
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A point t in the parameter space [0, 11’ is a “O-jump” if d,M = 
limsrrCM,-M~,,,,,,-M,,,.,,, + M,] # 0, and an “i-jump” if A ,M = 0 and 
lim, t ,,[M, - MCS,.li,] # 0. Here i is the complementary index of i and the 
coordinates of S, t are denoted by subscripts, i= 1,2. To describe the 
O-jump component M” of M, we consider the point process pM of O-jumps, 
which associates unit point mass to any (t, d rM) in [0, 11’ x Iw for which 
the jump d,M is nontrivial. A suitable extension of the dual projection 
theorem of Jacod [lo] for random measures to the two-parameter 
situation allows to “compensate” pM by its previsible projections (@‘)“I, 
(PM)“‘, and (#‘)” in directions 1 (resp. 2, and 1 and 2). The fact that this 
compensation yields a “martingale measure” enables us to define the 
stochastic integral W L: pM for a class of previsible processes W on 
52 x [0, 11’ x R with respect to this measure. M” is identified with W, C p”, 
where W,( ., ‘, x) = x, x E R. Now M- M” has at most l- and 2-jumps. 
The description of the l- and 2-jump components of this martingale turns 
out to be particularly simple. To obtain the former, for example, we con- 
sider the jumps of the one-parameter martingale (M- LVZ’)~..,,. Its pure 
jump part is given as usual by the stochastic integral of the process 
W,(., ., x)=x, x E R, on Q x [0, l] x IR with respect to the compensated 
random measure &“, which assigns unit point mass to any point 
(t, d,(M-M”)C..,,) in [0, l] x R for which d,(M-M’)(.,,,#O. Now the 
crucial observation is that in consequence of the conditional independence 
of the development in the two-parameter directions, the processes t2 + 
A,,(M- LVZ’)(.,~~) are martingales, t = (t,, t2). Therefore, the optional projec- 
tion of W, T py in direction 2 must yield the l-jump part of M. A similar 
construction gives the 2-jump component. 
1. NOTATIONS, DEFINITIONS, AND BASICS 
The stochastic processes considered in this paper are parametrized by 
Z= [0, 11 or 0 = [0, 11’. The latter interval is ordered by “6” which is 
understood to be the coordinatewise linear ordering of Z. Intervals with 
respect to this ordering are defined as usual. If .Z is an interval, we write 
s”, tJ for its respective lower and upper corners. By a partition of a 
parameter interval we always mean a partition generated by a finite num- 
ber of axial parallel lines (points) consisting of left open, right closed inter- 
vals (in the relative topology of 0 (I)). A O-sequence of partitions is a 
sequence of partitions which is increasing with respect to fineness and the 
mesh of which goes to 0. To denote components of points in 0, we use 
lower indices. For example, t = (ti, r2) for TV 0. We sometimes write 
t = ( ti, ri) regardless of whether i = 1 or 2, where i denotes the complemen- 
tary index 3 - i of i. Given a function f: Z + R, the increment off over an 
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interval .Z in Z will be written A,$ This also applies to functions f: 0 + R. 
Here A,f=f(t-‘)-f(si, t<)-f(tJ i, $) + f(s”). f is called increasing if 
A,f 2 0 for all intervals .Z, regular, if 
~~f(s)=f(G f; f (s), lim f(s), lim f(s) 
SlTQ.Q1~2 ~llfl~‘2fO 
exist, for t E 0. If 2I is a system of sets, ‘%I” abbreviates the system of all 
countable unions of sets in 5JI and 1%) is the cardinality of 9I. 
Given measurable spaces (X, !!I), (Y, 23), the set of %-!&measurable 
(nonnegative) functions mapping X to Y is denoted by ZJ(%, 23) 
(‘%R+(B, 23)). For the Bore1 sets of a topological space X the symbol 23(X) 
is used. Our basic probability space is (a, 5, P). 5 is assumed to be com- 
plete with respect to P. The filtration [F = (g,),, i which is fixed throughout 
the paper is supposed to satisfy some basic assumptions: it is right con- 
tinuous, i.e., 3, = n,, , 5, f or all t E I, it is complete, i.e., 3, contains all 
P-zero sets, and, for convenience, 5, is trivial whenever t E 0 n S!:. The 
most important hypothesis, however, is the “conditional independence” of 
the filtrations IF, = (g:,),,,, and [F, = (gf2)fzE,, where Sf,= Sc,,,l,, i= 1, 2. It 
states that for all t E 0, the a-algebras s:, and S:, are conditionally indepen- 
dent given 3, and is often referred to as the (F4)-condition of Cairoli and 
Walsh [5]. The evanescent sets in Sz x I (0 x I) are those sets whose 
Q-projections are P-zero. They are denoted by % in both cases. Stochastic 
processes are a priori no more than mere families of random variables. A 
stochastic process X on 52 x 0 defines two families of one-parameter 
processes: for ti~Z, Xc+) is the process (0, ti) -+ X,(o), i= 1, 2. Two 
processes X and Y are considered as being equal, if they differ on an 
evanescent set, as being versions of each other, if X, = Y,, a.s. for all t. A 
process X is called increasing (regular), if for all o EQ the trajectories 
X(w, .) are increasing (regular). Besides the usual Banach spaces of 
random variables L”(a, 5, P) with norm 11. /I p, we will eventually have to 
consider the following Banach spaces of processes. Lp,a(Q x 0, 5 x B(O), P) 
(Lp*“(Q x Z, 3 x d(Z), P)) is the vector space of all processes which 
are ~x!B(O)- (!Jx%(Z)-) measurable and for which llXllp,m = 
IISUP IE i(,) IX,1 1) p < co, topologized by these functionals, p > 1. 
By far the most important measurability concepts for stochastic 
processes are evoked by the words “optionality” and “previsibility.” We 
will briefly recall the definitions relevant for us. A process X on 52 x Z is 
called IFi-adapted if X,~fm(Sf, %3(R)) for t EZ. The a-algebra Bi (vi) of 
lFi-optional (F,-previsible) sets is generated by the right continuous (con- 
tinuous) Ifi-adapted processes on Q x Z possessing left limits. For processes 
on Q x 0, the following are important: 8’= [Bix B(Z)] v ‘3 (resp. 
‘pi = [‘pi x 23(Z) J v ‘%) are the a-algebras of i-optional (resp. i-previsible) 
sets, i = 1, 2. A process X on B x 0 is called adapted if X, E 9JI(2(5,, b(R)) for 
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t E 0. The o-algebras ($5 of optional (‘$ of previsible) sets are generated by 
the adapted regular (continuous) processes. In consequence of conditional 
independence, we have the important equations 03 = Q’ n B2, $3 = ‘$3’ n ‘$3’ 
(see [9, p. 891). For the definitions and basic properties of i-optional, 
optional (i-previsible, previsible) projections of bounded [g x b( 0)] v %- 
measurable processes X, denoted respectively by ‘IX, ‘/X (“IX, “X) and of 
their dual counterparts for integrable increasing processes A, denoted 
respectively by AY’, AY (A”: A”), i= 1, 2, the reader is referred to [9]. 
Note that the projections can be extended to random variables 
X, considered as processes with a trivial t-dependence, satisfying 
E(lXl log+ IX/)< CL, (see Bakry [3]). (Dual) optional and previsible 
projections of processes (resp. increasing processes) of one parameter with 
respect to the filtration ff i are also denoted by the superscripts yi, y, ni, rc 
and called (dual) i-optional and i-previsible projections. 
To analyze the jumps of processes, the following concepts of “thin” 
optional sets will be of vital interest. A set Tc L2 x I is said to be If,-simple 
if TE Bi and w  + ) T,I is integrable. If it is clear from the context what i is, 
the suffix “[Fi-” may be omitted. In Q x 0, the geometry of simple sets is 
richer. A set TE 8 is called O-simple, if o --t 1 T,I is integrable, l-simple, if 
T, consists of finitely many vertical open line segments whose upper boun- 
dary is on J~U for o E 52, the number of which constitutes an integrable 
random variable, 2-simple, if an analogous statement for horizontal line 
segments can be made. By Y’ we denote the system of i-simple sets, by 
~(57’) the semiring generated by P”, i= 0, 1, 2. Note that Y” = ~(9’). 
IF,-simple sets (O-simple sets) T are sometimes studied by means of their 
associated increasing process Z(T), defined by Z(T), (0) = 1 T, n [0, t] 1, 
(w, t) E Q x I(52 x II). Z(T), just counts the number of points in T up to t. It 
has been shown in [9] that in analogy to the graphs of stopping times in 
the classical theory, simple sets can be decomposed by simple sets of 
different “accessibility” properties. An ff ,-simple set T c B x I is said to be 
If,-inaccessible if for any if,-simple SE ‘$Ji the intersection Sn T is 
evanescent. A O-simple set Tc 52 x 0 is called i-previsible, i-inaccessible 
(totally inaccessible) if, for any O-simple SE v (SE Fp’ u ‘$‘), the intersec- 
tion Sn T is evanescent. Similarly a set TE ~(9~) is said to be inaccessible 
if the intersection with any previsible SE Y’ is evanescent, i= 1, 2. 
Theorems on the decomposition of simple sets in Q x 0 by inaccessible/ 
previsible simple sets are presented in [9]. They extend in an obvious way 
to simple sets in 52 x I and are, of course, covered by the classical decom- 
position theorem, where graphs of inaccessible/previsible stopping times 
take their part (see Dellacherie and Meyer [6]). 
The most important class of processes we will have to discuss here are 
the martingales. An integrable, lF,-adapted process on Q x Z is called 
If,-martingale if it is a martingale with respect to IF,. An integrable, adapted 
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process M on Q x 0 is called martingale if for s, t E II, s < t, we have 
E(M,( 5,) = 44,. Due to the conditional independence property, M is a 
martingale iff MC,,,i) is an IF ,-martingale for any ti E I, i = 1,2. According to 
the famous regularity theorem of Bakry, Millet, and Sucheston [ 1, 161 any 
L log + L-integrable martingale M (i.e., E( 1 M1 I log + JM, I) < 00 ) possesses 
a version with regular trajectories. For regular martingales, the following 
three kinds of jumps are well defined and will prove to be relevant. A point 
(w, t)~Qx 0 is called O-jump, if A,M(~)=lim,~, A,s,,,M(w)#O and 
i-jump, if AM(w)=0 and AsM~.,t,,(0)=lim,,r,,A1,,,,M,.,,i,(w)#O, 
i= 1, 2. It is shown in [9, pp. 12&123 J, that the set of discontinuities of a 
regular martingale is contained in a countable union of simple sets. 
Analogously, jumps of one-parameter right continuous martingales 
possessing left limits are treated. The Hilbert space of regular square 
integrable martingales, the topology of which is defined by 11. 112, , is 
denoted by A2. We finally emphasize that, for convenience of notation, all 
martingales to be considered in this paper are assumed to vanish on 
OnaR2,. 
2. PROJECTION AND DECOMPOSITION OF RANDOM MEASURES 
This section is devoted to the presentation of some preparatory material, 
some of which, however, may be interesting in its own right. In the first 
part the problem of defining (dual) projections of given random measures 
will be considered. Since our parameter space is 2-dimensional, a closer 
description of the most important one of these problems involves projec- 
tions in each one of the two parameter directions separately, the other 
parameter being fixed, as well as projections in both directions 
simultaneously. As in the classical theory, the Doleans measure provides 
one possible key to its solution. In Theorem 1 we employ it to obtain a 
useful criterion for the existence of optional (previsible) random measures 
which are candidates for the respective projections. Given a random 
measure, in Theorem 2 we show the existence and uniqueness of its 
optional (previsible) projections in the two-parameter directions separately 
as well as simultaneously. The property of conditional independence of IF, 
and [F, implies that the simultaneous projections are merely the products of 
the separate projections in an arbitrary order. Our presentation follows 
Jacod’s [lo] book closely. In the second part of this section, we consider a 
random measure and show how it can be decomposed into three “jump 
parts” and a “continuous part.” The results of Theorem 3 also include 
statements on the inheritance of optionality and previsibility properties of 
the given random measure by its components. We conclude this section by 
a brief investigation of a particularly well-behaved class of random 
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measures, which, in Section 2 will be seen to contain all those we need for 
our applications. They can be characterized by the statement that they are 
a-finite and at each point in parameter space they can gain at most finite 
mass. In Theorem 4 they turn out to possess the nice property of living on 
countable unions of simple sets. For the sake of completeness and for later 
reference we will, along with the two-parameter random measures we are 
primarily interested in, describe the corresponding (well-known) properties 
of their one-parameter counterparts. 
We first introduce the notion of random measures and lix some impor- 
tant notations concerning their properties and integrability. Throughout 
this section we denote by H an arbitrary Lusin space, i.e., the 
homeomorphic image of a Bore1 subset of a compact metric space. 
DEFINITION 1. Let J= 0, I. A “random measure on J” is a function 
such that 
(a) ~(0, .) is a o-finite measure on 23(Z) x B(H) for all 0 E Q, 
(b) p( ., A) is g-measurable for all A E B(J) x 23(H). 
DEFINITION 2. Let p be a random measure. Then Px p is called 
“Dokans measure” of p. 
If p is a random measure on J= II, Z, we denote by L’(p) (resp. 
L’(P x p); resp. L’(P x p)‘) the vector space of all processes 
W~%Man(gx d(J)xB(H), b(R)) such that W(o, -) is integrable w.r.t. 
~(0, . ) for P-a.e. o E 52 (resp. W is integrable w.r.t. P x p; resp. W( ., t, . ) is 
integrable w.r.t. P x p( ., {t} x .)) for all ~EJ. Trivially, L’(Px p)c 
L’(P x p)‘. Fubini’s theorem implies that L’(P x p) c L’(p). For WE L’(p) 
(resp. ‘iI.II+(g x %3(J) x 23(H), d(R))), t E J, we define the integral process 
W-,,=J W( ., 3, x) 1.4 ., ds, dx). 
C&f1 x H 
For finite W~‘iUI+(~x23(J)xd(H), d(R)), Wp denotes the random 
measure defined by the integral of W w.r.t. p. For example, given 
A E 5 x d(J) x d(H), lAp is p, restricted to A. 
According to the following definition, optionality and previsibility 
properties of random measures p are simply properties of their integral 
processes W. p. 
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DEFINITION 3. 1. Let ZA be a random measure on Z, i = 1,2. p is called 
“IF,-optional” (“5,-preuisible”) if for every WE m+(O, x 23(H), !B(Iw)) 
(YJI+(~ixd(H), b(R))) the process W.,u is Oi-(pi-) measurable. 
2. Let p be a random measure on 0, i= 1,2. 
p is called “i-optional” (“i-preoisible”) if for every WE !JJI +(CSi x 23(H), 
23(R)) (W+(‘$‘x23(H), b(R))) the process W.p is 6’- (‘Q’-) measurable. 
By a corresponding statement, with (si (‘p) instead of 6’ (‘$I’), “optional” 
(“previsible”) random measures on I are defined. 
Since by conditional independence 6 = 6’ n g2 and ‘$3 = ‘p’ n ‘p2 (see 
[9, p. 891) the following proposition is obvious. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let p be a random measure on 0. Then p is optional 
(preuisible) tff p is l- and 2-optional (l- and 2-previsible). 
If 1 E L’(P x p), the mass that p assigns to 0 x H (resp. Ix H) is finite, 
P-a.s. In most of the cases, however, only one of the following 
“o-integrability” properties holds. 
DEFINITION 4. Let p be a random measure on Z, i = 1,2. 
(a) /A is said to be “integrable” if 1 E L’(P x p), 
(b) ZI is called “IF,-optionally a-integrable” (“IF,-previsibly 
a-integrable”), if there is a sequence (An)ncN in Bj x B(H) (‘$Iix B(H)) 
satisfying A,, t Sz x Z x H such that 1 a,p is integrable for all n E N. 
Similarly, the notions “integrable,” “i-optionally o-integrable,” “i-previsibly 
a-integrable,” ” optionally a-integrable,” and “previsibly a-integrable” are 
defined for random measures on I. 
If p is an i-optional random measure, the adverb “i-optionally” in 
statements of the property “i-optionally a-integrable” may be suppressed, 
etc. 
Remark. If p is a random measure on J= 0, Z, WE ‘!VI+( 5 x B(J) x 
23(H), 23(R)), obviously Wp is integrable iff WEL’(PX~). If p is 
a-integrable, P x p is a-finite. 
In the following theorem, a necessary and sufficient condition for a 
measure on 5 x b(J) x 23(H) to be the Doleans measure of a random 
measure on J is given, J= 0, I. In addition, it presents criteria for the 
optionality (previsibility) of the respective random measures. 
THEOREM 1. Let m be a measure on 5 x d(U) x d(H), i= 1,2. There 
exists an i-optional a-integrable (i-previsible a-integrable) random measure p 
such that P x p= m if and only tf the following conditions are satisfied: 
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(a) there exists a sequence (A,),,N in 6’xB(H) (v’xd(H)) such 
that A,fOxOxHand l,,,“m isfinitefornEN(, 
(b) m(Nx H) = 0 for evanescent N, 
(c) for any AE B’x 23(H) (Fpix B(H)) such that 1,m is finite and 
any bounded XEW([~XB(O)] v 9I, B(R)) we have 
I Xl,dm=j’lxl,dm(~“Xl~dm). 
In this case, p is uniquely determined. 
A similar statement holds for (ti (‘p) instead of 6’ (vi) and for random 
measures on I. 
Proof: For the i-optional and i-previsible case, the proof is the same as 
in Jacod [ 10, pp. 7&72]. Let us concentrate on the optional case, the 
arguments for the previsible one being identical. Denote by (Si) (resp. (S)) 
the statement (c) for 8’ (resp. 8), i= 1,2. We will show that (S) is 
equivalent to (S, ) and (S,). If (S, ) and (S,) are fulfilled, (S) follows from 
the fact that for XE !IX( [g x 23(O)] v %, ‘B(R)) bounded we have yly*X= 
Y2y1X= yX (see [9, p. 893). Now assume that (S) holds. Let TE (fj’ and 
G E !B( H) and suppose that A = T x G is such that 1 .m is finite. Then by 
(S) for any bounded XE!IJI([~XS(O)] v %,d(iR)), 
s Xl,dm= Xl.l.dm= ?(Xl.) lodm s I 
= Y(“xll)) l,dm= ylX1, dm. s s 
A monotone class argument yields (S,). Similarly, (S,) follows from (S), 
and we have established the equivalence of (S) with (S, ) and (S,). Now the 
theorem has already been verified in the l-optional and 2-optional cases. 
We therefore can conclude that there exists a l-optional and 2-optional 
a-integrable random measure p such that P x p = m iff (a), (b), (c) for 8 
are satisfied. An appeal to Proposition 1 completes the proof. 1 
COROLLARY. Let i = 1,2, p and v be i-optional (i-previsible) o-integrable 
random measures on 0 such that Px p and P x v agree on ($5'~ B(H) 
(‘pi x b(H)). Then ,u = v. A similar statement holds for 0 (Cp) instead of 6’ 
(‘lpi) and for random measures on I. 
The following theorem on optional and previsible projections of random 
measures is an easy consequence of Theorem 1. 
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THEOREM 2. Let i= 1, 2, p an i-optionally (i-preuisibly) a-integrable 
random measure on 0. Then there exists a unique i-optional (i-previsible) 
a-integrable random measure py’ ($I) on 0 such that the following equivalent 
statements hold 
(a) the measures Px u and Px ,uy’ (Px u”‘) agree on B’x b(H) 
(‘$jx ‘WH)), 
(b) for any WEL’(PX~) which is (li’x%(H)- (!J.Jix23(H)-) 
measurable 
(W.pyQ= W./p’ (( w-p)z~= W-/P). 
An analogous statement holds for 6 (‘p) instead of 6’ (9’) and for random 
measures on I. Moreover, uy1Y2 = uyzyl = uy and ulrlnz = uLnznl = uz. 
Proof The existence and uniqueness of py’ ($I) as well as the 
equivalence of (a) and (b) follow from Theorem 1 as in Jacod [ 10, p. 733. 
The remainder of the assertion is an immediate consequence of uniqueness, 
(bf, and C9, P. 891. I 
DEFINITION 5. Let ,u be a random measure on 0 which is i-optionally 
(i-previsibly) a-integrable. The random measure pyi (11”‘) according to 
Theorem 2 is called “i-optional (‘7previsible) projection” of p. Correspon- 
dingly, the “optional projection” py and the ‘previsible projection” p” of a 
random measure u on 0 as well as the Vi-optional projection” fly’ and the 
“IF,-previsible projection” uni of a random measure ~1 on I are defined, 
i= 1,2. 
According to the following proposition, moments of integral processes of 
the projections of random measures are bounded by the corresponding 
integral processes of the random measures themselves. 
PROPOSITION 2. 1. Let i = 1, 2, ,u an i-optionally (i-previsibly) 
a-integrable random measure on 0, W a nonnegative 6ix%3(H)- 
(Fpi x 8(H)-) measurable process in L’(P x u), p 3 1. Then respectively 
IIW~ll?Ilp~P IIW.u,ll,, a = y, ?L 
A similar statement holds for random measures on I. 
2. Let u be an optionally (previsibly) a-integrable random measure on 
0, W a nonnegative 6 x B(H)- (‘$3 x b(H)-) measurable process in L’( P x u), 
p 2 1. Then respectively 
IIw~IGIIp~P2 IIwv4lI,~ Lx = y, 72. 
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Proof By (b) of Theorem 2, W. p is an integrable increasing process on 
0 satisfying 
(W.p)YI= W.pY ((W.p)“i= W./P). 
Therefore, 1 follows from [9, p. 511. Similarly, 2 follows from 
c9, P. 911. I 
For the rest of this section we will be concerned with the problem of 
decomposing a given random measure into components which correspond 
to its three kinds of “discontinuities,” the “point jumps,” and the “axial 
jumps” in directions 1 and 2, and a “continuous” component, which are 
pairwise orthogonal. To begin with, we consider the point jumps. As far as 
random measures on 0 are concerned, we concentrate on optional ones 
from now on. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let p be an optional a-integrable random measure on 0, 
D”(p)={(o,t)ESZXO:p(W,{t}XH)>O}. 
Then Do(u) E 65 and u” = l,o~,~,,p is an optional a-integrable random 
measure on 0. A corresponding statement holds for random measures on I. Zf, 
in addition, p is i-previsible (previsible) a-integrable, Do(p) E pi (Cp) and u” 
is i-previsible (previsible) o-integrable, i = 1, 2. 
Proof The arguments for the “previsible part” of the assertion being 
identical, we concentrate on the “optional part.” Let (A,,),, E N be a sequence 
in 8 x d(H) such that A, t Q x 0 x H and l,,,~ is integrable for all n E N. 
For ncN set 
c,= 1,4,-K T,={(o,t)~QxO:A,C,(w)>l/n}. 
Since C, is an optional integrable increasing process, T, is an optional set 
(see [9], p. 37). Moreover, T,,t D’(u). Hence D’(~)E 6 and therefore 
p” = 1 o~crj x Hp is optional. Since p” < p, p” is optionally o-integrable. 1 
Let us next assume that p has no point jumps. Then we can define axial 
jump components according to the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let u be an optional a-integrable random measure on 0 
which satisfies p(w, (t} x H) = 0 for (co, t) E Q x 0. Let 
D’(~)={(~,~)EQ~O:~(O,{~~}X[O,~~]~H)>O}, j= 1, 2. 
Then D’(u) E 6 and nJ = lo+) x Hp is an optional o-integrable random 
measure on 0. Moreover, D’(p) E Cpj and uj is j-previsibte. Zf in addition, p is 
i-previsible (previsible) o-integrable, D’(u) E ‘pi (Fp) and uj is i-previsible 
( previsible) o-integrable, i, j = 1, 2. 
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Proof Again, we only argue for the optional case. Let (A,),, IBI and 
(CJ”, Fd be as in the preceding proof and set 
T;= {(a, t)~Qx 0: 4,(G),.,,,W> l/n>, nE N, j= 1, 2. 
Now the process (0, t) + d,,(C,),.,,j,(w) is optional and, by hypothesis, 
continuous in direction j, thus even ‘$V-measurable (cf. [9, p. 373). Hence 
as before D’(p) E 8, ~1’ is optional o-integrable and, moreover, D’(p) E ‘pj. 
To see that pj is j-previsible, let WEYJI+((P~X B(H), B(R)) be bounded. 
Then for any n E N 
is an optional integrable increasing process which is continuous in j-direc- 
tion, hencej-previsible. Now monotone convergence gives thej-previsibility 
of W. pj, consequently of $. This completes the proof. i 
Combining Propositions 3 and 4, we obtain the main result on the 
decomposition of random measures. 
THEOREM 3. 1. Let u be an optional o-integrable random measure on 0. 
Then there exist optional a-integrable random measures p”, pl, u2, pc such 
that 
(a) PO = lDocpjx Hi, where 
D”(p)={(O,t)EQxO:p(o, {t}xH)>0}&, 
(b) P’= lm~c~~x~~, where 
D’(,U’) = { (0, t) E Q x 0: /.f’(O, { tj} x [O, tj] X H) > 0} E 6, j= 1,2, 
W P’= 1oO~r)vol(lr,)ug2~p,)xHC1,for P’= ~,o(,)~~P, 
(d) I”=~~+$++=+~=. 
Moreover, 
(e) pj and D’(p) are j-previsible, j= 1, 2, uC is previsible. 
If in addition, u is i-previsible (previsible) a-integrable, the same holds true 
for its four components, and D’(p), Dj(p’) E ‘pi (Fp), i= 1, 2. 
2. Let i= 1,2, u an F,-optional o-integrable random measure on I. 
Then there exist F,-optional o-integrable random measures ,u”, pc on I such 
that 
(a) PO = 1 oocrJ x Hi, where 
Do(p) = {(co, t) E 52 x I: p(o, {t> x H) > 0) E Gi, 
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(b) P’= lmx/,~, 
(c) p=p”+pL(.. 
Moreover, 
(d) pc is F,-previsible. 
If in addition, p is F,-previsible, the same holds for its components, and 
Do(P) E Pi. 
Proof The previsibility of Z/ is a consequence of the continuity of 
associated integral processes, just as in the proof of Proposition 4. The rest 
of the assertion is a combination of Propositions 3 and 4. 1 
As the final issue of this section, we will now single out a particularly 
important and simple class of random measures. They will be seen to 
contain the random measures associated with regular two-parameter 
martingales to be studied in the next section. 
DEFINITION 6. 1. Let p be a random measure on II. Then ZJ is said to 
have “finite O-jumps,” if ~(0, {t} x H) < cc for all (0, t) ESZ x 0, “finite 
i-jumps,” if ~(0, {ti)xZxH)<co for all (CD, ti)ESZxZ, i=l,2. If p has 
finite j-jumps for j = 0, 1, 2, p is said to have’ “finite jumps.” 
2. Let p be a random measure on I. Then p is said to have “finite 
jumps” if ~(w, ( t > x H) < co for all (w, t) E Q x I. 
If in addition to being o-integrable, a random measure has finite jumps, 
the sequence (A,),, N appearing in the definition of o-integrability can be 
chosen in a particularly simple way. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let p be an optional o-integrable random measure on 0 
with finite O-jumps. Then there exists a sequence (T,),, N of O-simple sets 
such that T,t Do(p) and l,,,~ is integrable for n E N. A corresponding 
statement holds for random measures on I. Zf in addition, p is i-previsible 
(previsible) o-integrable, ( T,), E N can be chosen i-previsible (previsible), 
i= 1,2. 
Proof We prove the optional part of the assertion. Let (A,),, N and 
(CAEWI be as in the proof of Proposition 3. Set 
T,,={(o,t)~QxO:A,C,(o)>l/n,p(o,{t}xH)<n}, nEN. 
Then, since p( ., { t } x H) = d I( 1, x {,) x H . p) is optional, T,, is optional. 
It is O-simple by [9, p. 1051. Moreover, by hypothesis, T,? D’(p). The 
integrability of 1 TnX Hi follows from the definition of simple sets and T,,, 
nfzN. 1 
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PROPOSITION 6. Let p be an optional o-integrable random measure on 0 
which satisfies ,u(o, {t} x II) = 0 for (0, t) E Q x 0 and has finite j-jumps for 
j= 1,2. Then h t ere exists a sequence ( TL)neN of j-simple sets such that 
Ti 1 D’(p) and 1 ; T X ,.,u is integrable for n E N. Moreover, Ti E Cpj, n E N. 
If in addition, u is i-previsible (previsible) a-integrable, (TL),, N can be 
chosen i-previsible (previsible), i, j= 1, 2. 
Proof: With (AAnsN, (CAnoN as in the proof of Proposition 3, we set 
Ti= ((~3 t)EQX 0: dtj(Cn),.,,j,(~)> l/n, Am, (tj} X CO, tj] XH)<n), 
n E N, j = 1, 2. The optionality of Ti and its j-previsibility follow as before, 
using continuity of the defining processes in direction j. For j-simplicity cf. 
C9, P. 1061. I 
THEOREM 4. 1. Let u be an optional o-integrable random measure on 0 
with finite jumps, j = 0, 1,2. Then there exists a sequence (Ti),,, N of j-simple 
sets such that 
(a) TzfD’(p), l.;.,u is integrable, 
(b) Tf: t D“(,u’), 1 T; x Hp is integrable, k = 1,2, where u’ = lmX Hp 
for all n E N. Moreover, 
(c) TiE!Qj, nE N. 
If in addition, p is i-previsible (previsible) o-integrable, the sequences can be 
chosen i-previsible ( previsible), i = 1, 2. 
2. Let i= 1,2, u an If,-optional o-integrable random measure on I with 
finite jumps. Then there exists a sequence (T,,), E N of Fi-simple sets such that 
T, t Do(p), 1 TnX “u is integrable for all n E N. 
If in addition, p is Fi-previsible o-integrable, (T,,),, N can be chosen 
IF,-previsible. 
Proof Combine Propositions 5 and 6. 1 
3. STOCHASTIC INTEGRALS OF POINT PROCESSES AND THE 
DECOMPOSITION OF SQUARE INTEGRABLE MARTINGALES 
The principal aim of this section is to give a description of the jump 
components in the orthogonal decomposition of a square integrable two- 
parameter martingale in terms of stochastic integrals of point processes 
which are associated in a natural way with the jumps of the martingale. In 
the one-parameter case, this has been done, for example, in Jacod [lo]. 
683/30/1-E 
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Given a square integrable regular martingale M, we associate with its 
O-jumps the random measure (point process) @’ which assigns unit mass 
to each point (t, d,M) in 0 x R for which d ,M # 0. If it is defined, the 
process FV,. pf” describes the sum of all O-jumps of M up to t, where 
wot.9 ., x)=x, XE R. It is therefore clear that compensation of W, .pLM 
yields the O-jump part M” of M. But, of course, W, need not be in 
L’(P x p”). For this reason, like Jacod [lo], we will interpret the compen- 
sated process W,. p”” as a stochastic integral of W, with respect to the 
“compensation” pLM - (#‘)“I - ($“)“‘+ (p”“)” of p”“. As it stands, this 
expression does not necessarily make sense, since in general it does not 
represent a “signed” random measure, and has to be defined in an 
appropriate way. So our task can be put in the following terms: define the 
“compensated” stochastic integral W 5 pM for a sufficiently large class of 
previsible processes W and show that W, belongs to this class. In 
Theorem 5 the first main result is obtained: M” is identified with the com- 
pensated stochastic integral W, 5 p M. To describe the l- and 2-jump parts 
M’ and M2, we first consider the jumps of the one-parameter martingales 
(M-M’)(..,, and (M-M’),,,.,. We define a random measure (point 
process) pvPMo on I which assigns unit point mass (t, , d ,, (M - M”)( . . 1 ,) 
in Ix R for which A,,(M- M’)(.,,) #O, and pyPMo, similarly, with respect 
to the jumps of (M - M’)(,.. ). Now the compensated stochastic integrals 
w’~~-M~ and WC &-MO can be constructed in an analogous manner 
for previsible processes W on Q x Ix R, as in Jacod [lo]. Taking 
W, cpy-@ and W, C&‘-MO, where W,(., .,x)=x, XER, we obtain the 
jump parts of the two considered one-parameter martingales. But since for 
re 0 the processes A,(M-M”)C.,,, are continuous [F,-martingales, i = 1, 2, 
a simple optional projection of the stochastic integrals of W, in direction 2 
(resp. 1) then yields M ’ and M2. In Theorem 6 this second main result will 
be established. 
To start, we will define p”, z$‘, &’ and show that they are random 
measures which lit into the framework of Section 1. Throughout this 
section, H = R. 
DEFINITION 7. Let M be a square integrable regular martingale. Then 
PM= c 1, d,M#O)%,d,M) se0 
is called the “point process of O-jumps” associated with M and 
the “point process of i-jumps” associated with M, i = 1, 2. 
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PROPOSITION I. Let M be a square integrable regular martingale. Then 
pM is an optional o-integrable random measure on 0 with finite jumps and 
pM = (p”)O, pM an If,-optional a-integrable random measure on I with finite 
jumps and py = (,uf”)‘, i= 1,2. 
Proof: We will establish the part of the assertion concerning p”. By 
definition, pLM = (#“)” has finite jumps. By a standard argument, pM 
inherits the optionality of the process A.M. For n E N let 
T,,= {(CD, t)EQx 0: lA,M(o)l > l/n}, A,=T,,u u T,,,xR. 
meN 
Again by the optionality of A. M, T,, E 6, hence A, E 6 x 23(W), n E N. Now 
let &LN be a O-sequence of partitions of 0. Then 
E(lAn.&‘)<n2E 1 (A,W2 (.,S)E 7-n 
<n’liminfE c (AJM)2 
> 
(Fatou) 
m-m JE9, 
= n*E(Mf) (M is a martingale). 
Since A,fSZxllxR, p AJ is optionally a-integrable and the proof is com- 
plete. 1 
To define the stochastic integral with respect to pM or /.$’ in the sense 
indicated above, in a first step we will consider those processes W, for 
which already WV #” or W. $’ has a meaning. The following proposition 
then provides an idea for which class of previsible W the integral makes 
sense. It is stated for slightly more general random measures, after the 
introduction of an auxiliary notion for simple sets, connected with the 
distinction of previsible and inaccessible sets. For the same reasons as in 
the one-parameter theory, this distribution reveals its importance in any 
problem in which compensation plays a major role. 
DEFINITION 8. 1. A O-simple set T is called “pure” if 
T=T”uTiuT2uT”. 
where To is previsible, T’ is i-previsible, i-inaccessible, i= 1, 2, and T’ is 
totally inaccessible. 
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2. Let i= 1, 2. An IF,-simple set T is called “5,-pure” if 
T= T”v T’, 
where To is F,-previsible and T’ is Fi-inaccessible. 
The system of pure (If,-pure) sets is denoted by B (S’), i = 1, 2. 
Remarks. 1. According to [9, pp. llO-1161, the sets Tk, k = 0, 1,2, c 
(resp. k = 0, c) in the representation of a pure set T are pairwise disjoint 
and unique, up to evanescent sets. 
2. Let p be an optional o-integrable random measure on 0 with finite 
jumps, TED’(~) u D’(p”‘) u D”(pn2) u D”(pz) a pure set. Then 
To = Tn II’( T’= Tn (D”(p”i)\Do(pL”)), i= 1,2, 
T’= Tn [D”(p)\Do(p”‘) u D”(pL”2)]. 
A similar statement holds for random measures on Z and F,-pure sets, 
i= 1,2. 
To see, for example, the last one of the stated equations, one has to 
prove that s’ = Tn [D”(~)\Do(pX1) u D”(pz2)] is totally inaccessible. But 
[r(SE)ni]o = 0, since [(l D~Crn,) v D~u,z2) x ~ZJ)“~]’ = 0, i = 1, 2, by definition 
and SC c D’(p). Hence Proposition 2 of [9, p. 1121 can be applied. 
3. Let p be an optional o-integrable random measure on 0 with finite 
jumps. Then there exists a sequence (T,,),, N of pure sets such that 
T,, t Do(p) u D”(pzl) u D”(pz2) u Do($) and 1 T,X Iw~ integrable for n E N. 
A similar statement holds for random measures on I. To see this, apply 
Theorem 4 to the random measures p, $I, pn2, p”, which is possible by 
Proposition 2, to choose sequences of O-simple sets (Slj),, M in 13, (SL),,, N 
in ‘pi, i= 1,2, and (S;),,, in (5 such that S~~D”(~‘), SLtD”(~“i), i= 1,2, 
sf, t Do(p). Now set 
T,=SljvSf,uS~uSf,, Tjl= S;, T; = S;\D”(pLx), i= 1,2, 
T; = S;\D’(p”‘) u D”(pz2), nEN, 
and look at Remark 2. 
hOPOSITION 8. 1. Let p be an optional a-integrable random measure 
on 0 with finite jumps and such that p= p”, TEF. Then for 
WE %JI(“JI x b(R), d(R)) such that WE L’(P x (1 Tx Rp)), the process 
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is a martingale and 
In particular, if WE L’(P x p), 
II~TI12,cc G4 
(1 
u.7 
1 (A,W.p-A,W. p”‘- A, W.pn2+ A, W.p”)2 
(.,OE T II 1 
64 II~Tl12.a3. 
2. Let i= 1,2, p an [F,-optional o-integrable random measure on I with 
finite jumps and such that p = p ‘, TE (pi),. Then for WE%R(‘$, x d(R), 
23(R)) such that WE L’(Px l,,,~), the process 
is an IFi-martingale and 
II II 
112 
IINTl12,m G 2 1 (O?* G 2 lINTI 2, m . 
(,,r)e T 1 
In particular, if WE L’(P x ,u), 
II /I 
w 
ll~Tl12,m G 2 c (A,W.p-A,W.p”‘)2 G2 IIWI2,m. 
(..f)~ T 1 
Proof. We prove the first part of the assertion. By Proposition 2, 
WE L1(px (1,,,~)“‘), i= 1,2, WE L’(px (l TX F#)“). 
This means that NT is well defined. If F x J is an i-previsible rectangle in 
D x 0, we have 
EC1 FxJw.~~)=E(lFx~w.~l), 
EC1 F~JW.C~;)=E(~F,JW.~;‘), i= 1,2, 
due to Theorem 2. This implies that NT is a martingale. Now let (Tn)neN be 
a sequence of pure sets according to Remark 3 after Definition 8. For n E N, 
let 
s I VW t, XII PL(QA {t} x dx) G n w 
and set 
U,=S,nT,nT. 
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Then U, is also pure, since optional subsets of totally inaccessible sets are 
totally inaccessible. Omitting a standard completion argument, we may 
therefore assume that T is pure and that W. (1 Tx np) is of integrable 
variation. Moreover, we evidently may suppose that the expressions 
appearing in the asserted inequality are finite. Then, for any O-sequence 
(JmL, N of partitions of 0 we obtain, using the martingale property of NT 
and the purity of T 
< lim sup 1 (dJNrj2 
II m-m JeJ, II 
(Fatou) 
I 
= 
II 
c Cd,W.l...~-d,W.(l...~)“’ 
(.,f)ETO 
-~,w.(1...~L)“2+~,w.(1...~)“12 
+ c 1 c~,~~~...cL-~,~~~~Tx~~L)*‘IZ 
i= 1.2 (.,f)E T’ 
+ c C4W4MJ12 
(.,f)E 7-C II 1 
(previsibility properties of Tk, k = 0, 1, 2, c) 
= /I 1 (d,Aq2 (,,OET II 1 
= lim inf c (dJNT)’ 
I I  m-cc JEJ, II I 
1 (dJNT)’ = IIN;iI: (Fatou). 
JEJ, I/ 1 
Now it only remains to apply Doob’s maximal inequality. 1 
Following Proposition 8, it is reasonable to define the stochastic integral 
with respect to p for those processes W for which the square sums 
appearing in the inequalities are integrable. 
DEFINITION 9. 1. Let p be an optional a-integrable random measure 
on 0 with finite jumps such that p = CL’. Then for WE 9X(‘$ x 23(R), d(R)) 
such that WE L’(P x p)” 
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II WI p = II c D 
wt.3 t, x)M-, {t> x dx) 
(.,f)EDO(/l)U ... UDQP) fa 
2 112 
-/.P’(*, {t} xdx)-p(., {t) xdx)+p”(., (t) xdx)) 1 I( ) 1 
8(p)= {W: W~WcpX~(~), WR)), w~L1(Pv)o, IIWI,< 4. 
2. Let i= 1,2, p an Fi-optional o-integrable random measure on Z 
with finite jumps such that p = p”. Then for WE !lJl(Cpi x b(R), ‘B(lR)) such 
that WEL’(PX~)‘, 
II WII p = 
II 
c 
[J 
w.5 2% x) 
(-,f)EDqp)UDo(p~!) R 
2 l/2 
X(P(~, {t> XdX)-PY., {f} xdx)) 1 /I , I 
Now we have to define the stochastic integral of WE%(~) w.r.t. ~1. As 
usual, it could be conceivable to approximate, by choosing a sequence of 
“simple” functions ( W,), E N in 8(p) converging to W, the integrals of 
which are given by Proposition 8. But, as we are about to see, it is more 
convenient to choose a sequence (P,),.~ of “simple” random measures 
such that WE L’(P x pL,) for all n and which “converges” to p in a 
reasonable sense. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let p be an optional o-integrable random measure on 0 
with finite jumps and such that p = p”, WE!?&). Then there exists a 
sequence ( TJ, E N of pure sets such that T,, t D’(p) u D’($‘) u D’(p”‘) u 
Do@“) and such that for p,, = 1 r, x Iwp, v, = l,, Iwp we have 
(a) ,u, is integrable, 
(b) WEL’(PX~“), nEN, 
(c) lIWII,n+O (n+cO). 
An analogous statement holds for random measures on I. 
Proof: Choose (S,), E hl according to Remark 3 after Definition 8 and 
for n 15 N let 
s IWWCX)IP(W, {t}xdx)<n I , 58 T,,=S,n U,,. 
Then T,, is pure. (a) follows by choice of T,. Also, since S, is O-simple and 
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by definition of U,, (b) follows. Finally, the purity of T, and simple 
calculations yield 
DO(v,) u DO(v,“‘) u DO( v?) u DO( v,“) 
= D’(p) u D’(p(“‘) u D”(/.P’) u D’(u”)\T,,, 
no N. Hence 
II WI Y” = 
II 
c w  ., t, x) 
(.,I)EDQ)” ... uDQP)\T R n [I 
2 l/2 
x(p(., {t}xdx)- ... +py., {f}XdX)) 1 II 1 
+O (n-a) 
by choice of (T,JnslBI. This completes the proof. 1 
PROPOSITION 10. Let u be an optional a-integrable random measure on 0 
with finite jumps and such that u = u ‘, WE B(u). Then there exists a unique 
square integrable martingale N such that for any sequence ( T,,), E N according 
to Proposition 9 the sequence (NTn),, N converges to N in M2, where NT” is 
according to Proposition 8. Moreover, 
IIN 2,00<4 IIWl,~4 lINI2,m. 
An analogous statement holds for random measures on I. 
Proof Let (TJ,, wI be a sequence of pure sets according to 
Proposition 9 and define NT” as in Proposition 8, nE N. Then by 
Proposition 8 for n, m E N, n Gm, 
llNTm- NTnI(2,00 = IINTm’Tn112,00 G4 lIW~Tm,Tn.Rr~4 llWlvn~ 
where v, = lE;;, wp as in the preceding proposition. Proposition 9(c) now 
yields the existence of N. The same argument also gives uniqueness, if one 
considers the union of two given sequences of pure sets. The inequality 
follows readily from the inequalities of Proposition 8. 1 
DEFINITION 10. Let i = 1, 2, p an (Fi-) optional a-integrable random 
measure on 0 (I) with finite jumps such that /A = p”, W~$(uu). The mar- 
tingale N according to Proposition 10 is called “stochastic integral of W 
w.r.t. p” and denoted by W y p. (Sometimes, the adjective “compensated” is 
added.) 
Now we can apply the general results just obtained to the particular case 
we are ultimately interested in, the jump components of a square integrable 
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martingale M. We have to verify that the process W( ., ., X) = x, x E R, is in 
4SWT (rev. b(pfV), i= 42. 
PROPOSITION 11. Let h4 be a regular square integrable martingale, 
Wo(o, t, x)=x for (0, t, x)E52 x 0 x IR, W,(o, t, x)=x for (0, t, x)E 
Q x Ix R. Then W, E jj(p”), W, E !$(pf’), i= 1,2. Moreover, 
A.M=A.W,,‘p”, M A.M,.,,,=A. W, C/Q, A.M,,,.,= A. W, cp 5 
Proof: We concentrate on the two-parameter assertions. By definition, 
W,,EL’(PX~~)‘. To compute 11 W,,Jlp~, let first 
So,= 
i 
(o,t)EOXtj- W,(.,t,x)(#‘)“(~, (t}xdx)>O , 
R I 
SO= 
i 
(w,t)~Qxkj- W,(-,t,~)(p~)“(~, {t}xdx)<O 
03 1 
and Si,, Si_ correspondingly with respect to (p”)“‘, i= 1,2. Choose a 
sew== (T%, M of O-simple sets in ‘$3 such that Tzt D’((p”)“) and 
lToXRpCLM is integrable for all UE N. Assume, for example, that SO, is non- 
evkescent. Since SO, c D’((P~)~) and since both SO, and Tz are previsible, 
we obtain for n large enough 
O<E 
(JJ 
W,(-, t,x)(p”)“(., {f} xdx)dr(TllnSO,), 
0 w  
=E I, JR wot.7 t,x)p”(., {t}xdx)dT(TO,nSO,), 
> 
(Theorem 2) 
=E 
(1 
A,Mdf(TjjnSO,), 
I > 
=E (s “(A,M)dT(Tl)nSO,), =0 > (“A . M = 0, cf. [9, p. 87]), 0 
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a contradiction. Hence ST is evanescent. Analogously, S”, S+, S[ are 
evanescent, i = 1,2. This, however, implies 
II II 
l/2 
II WolljP= c (of)* * (..t)EDOv) 1 
But as in the proof of Proposition 7, 
Therefore Proposition 10 yields the desired inequalities, hence the 
assertion. 1 
We are ready to state our first main result. 
THEOREM 5. Let WO(o, t, x) =x for (0, t, x) E Q x 0 x 08. Then the 
mapping 
K”: A2 -+ A*, M+ Wo’pM 
is an orthogonal projection. The orthogonal complement of K”(d2) is the 
space of all square integrable regular martingales without O-jumps. 
Proof: Using an approximation as in Proposition 10, it is easy to see 
that K” is a linear mapping. Proposition 11 implies its continuity. Now let 
N = W, c p”“. Then by Proposition 11, 
Hence K” is idempotent. Again by Proposition 11, the null space of K” is 
the space of all square integrable regular martingales without O-jumps. But 
the latter space is also the orthogonal complement of the range of K”. This 
finally implies that K” is an orthogonal projection. 1 
Given ME A*, we next consider the orthogonal complement of M” = 
W, F #’ w.r.t. M to describe its l- and 2-jump components. To this end, we 
compensate the jumps of the martingales (M-M’),.,,, and (M-M’),,,., 
by taking the integrals W, T ~r-~’ and W, C $-MO according to 
Proposition 11. As we will show in the following proposition, the optional 
projections of these processes in direction 2 (resp. 1) are the martingales we 
are looking for. 
PROPOSITION 12. Let M be a square integrable regular martingale 
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without O-jumps, i = 1,2, W,(o, t, x) = x for (CD, t, x) E 52 x Z x R. Then the 
process 
Yi[ w, Cpy] 
is a square integrable martingale without 0- and i-jumps. 
Proof: Let i = 1. Assume (U,),, N (resp. ( V,), E .) are sequences of 
previsible (resp. inaccessible) sets in s(Y’) such that the sequence (T,),, N 
of their unions is increasing and U,, N T, n [Q x [0, l] x { 1 }] 2 O’(pr) 
according to [9, p. 1221. As in [9, p. 1181, consider the processes of 
l-jumps of M on T,, 
WTJ=~(U,)+W~,z), rlEN. 
Theorem 3 of [9, p. 1281, implies that they possess compensators C, which 
are continuous and of bounded variation in direction 1. Set 
Then WA, N is a sequence of square integrable martingales without 
0- and 2-jumps. We will show N,, + “*[WI C py] in .,f12. This will 
imply the assertion. Let pi: l2 x 0 + s2 x [0, 11, (0, t) + (w, ti), i= 1, 2. 
A simple geometrical consideration reveals that for t, E Z the set 
pATn)n CQx h> x CO, 111 consists of at most 3 (random) intervals, the 
length of which goes to zero as n + co. Moreover, by choice of T,, 
D”(p~)\pl(T,,)J@ as n + co. Denote by Yn(tl) the set of intervals of 
p2(T,)n [Qx {tl}x [0, l]] for FEN, t,EZ. As for Proposition 11 and by 
definition of M( T,), we obtain for n E N, 
Since A4 has no O-jumps, the integrand in the last line of the preceding 
inequality converges to 0 pointwise as n + co. We therefore have to find an 
integrable majorant in order to make Lebesgue’s dominated convergence 
theorem finish the proof. Now 
x= c suP(4,M(.,,,J2 
(.,I,)EDO(py) Q6 
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is integrable, since for any O-sequence (J,),, N of partitions of 1 
X< lim inf C sup(d,, t0,121M)2 = Y 
m-m JEJ,,, l2EI 
and Y is integrable by Fatou’s lemma and Doob’s inequality. Finally, 12 X 
dominates the integrand of the last line of the above inequality. This 
completes the proof. i 
The following theorem contains the second main result of this section. 
THEOREM 6. Let W,(w, t, x) =x for (CO, t, x) EB x Ix R, K” us in 
Theorem 5, i = 1,2. Then the mapping 
K’: K”(A2)L + K”(%M2)L, M + Yi[ w, f’ /.$q, 
is an orthogonal projection. K”, K’, K2 are pairwise orthogonal. The 
orthogonal complement of (K” + K’ + K2)(A2) is the space of all continuous 
square integrable martingales. 
Proof. Proposition 12 shows that K’ is well defined. Linearity and 
continuity are handled as in the preceding proof. By Proposition 11, K’ is 
idempotent. By Propositions 11 and 12, the null space as well as the 
orthogonal complement of the range of K’ is the space of all martingales in 
A2 without 0- and i-jumps. Hence K’ is an orthogonal projection, K’K’ = 
K’K’ =O, and (K” + K’ + K2)(A2)’ is the space of all martingales in A2 
without 0-, l- and 2-jumps. The assertion follows. 1 
We finally summarize our main results in slightly different terms. 
THEOREM 7. Let Wo(o, t,x)=xfor (0, t,x)& x 0 x [w and W,(o, &x)=x 
for (co, t, x) E Q x Z x [w. Every ME A2 possesses the following orthogonal 
decomposition 
where M” = W. C ,u”, ‘I[ WI c py-Mo ] has no 0- and i-jumps, i = 1, 2, MC is 
continuous. 
Proof Combine Theorems 5 and 6. i 
Remark. The decomposition of Theorem 7 coincides with the decom- 
position of Theorem 1 of [9, p. 1561. 
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